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Rule 7 

Snapping, Handing and Passing the Ball 
 

 
1.    A12 throws a legal forward pass that is touched behind the line by A75.  Which is correct? 
       A.  This illegal touching carries a 5 yard penalty and the down is replayed. 
       B.   This is an illegal pass and is penalized from the spot of the pass. 
       C.   There is no foul. 
       D.   This is illegal touching and carries a 5 yard penalty and loss of down. 
 
2.    A 12 throws a legal forward pass to A83.  A83, seeing that the pass may be intercepted,  
       waves his hands near the facemask of B28 who is attempting to intercept the pass.  Which is  
       correct? 

A.  This is a pass interference foul. 
B.  This is no longer a foul for pass interference. 
C.  This is a foul only if the pass in not intercepted. 
D.  None of these is correct 

 
3.    Team A is in a spread formation with QB A12 lined up 6 yards behind the snapper.  Wide  
        receiver A83, who was on the end of his line drops back into the backfield at the snap and  
        A12 throws a legal forward pass to him.  Before the pass reaches A83, B16 runs at A83 and   
        pushes A83 out of the path of the pass. 

A.  This is defensive pass interference. 
B.  If B16 tackles A83, this could be a foul for holding. 
C.  There is no foul on this play as described. 
D.  All of these are incorrect. 

 
4.    B53 assumes a position as a middle linebacker two yards off of his line of scrimmage.  Just  
       prior to the snap, B53 jumps into a three point stance on his own line of scrimmage.  In  
       making this move to the line of scrimmage, B53 is no longer an eligible pass receiver. 

A.  This is correct. 
B.  This is incorrect. 

 
5.    Team A has the ball at its own 32 and it is fourth down and six to go for a first down.  Team  
       A lines up in a scrimmage kick formation with A28 as the snapper.  A60 and A72 are on  
       each side of A28.  A72 is on A28’s right and has his left foot (closest to A28) behind and  
       inside A28s foot. 

A.  This is a foul at the snap for locking legs on the offensive line of scrimmage. 
B.  The players on each side of the snapper may lock legs with the snapper. 
C.  This is a loss of down foul. 
D.  If A72 locks legs with the snapper, A60 must also do so to be legal. 

 
6.    A78 can legally line up as a split end. 
       A.  This is correct. 
       B.   This is incorrect. 
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7.    Snapper A50 puts both hands on the ball. After the ready for play signal is given, he very  
       slowly removes both hands from the ball and rises to talk to QB A5.  He then reassumes his   
       position with both hands on the ball.  Which is correct? 

A.  This is a foul at the snap. 
B.  This is a foul when he removes both hands. 
C.  This is legal because the hands were removed slowly to avoid a false start penalty. 
D.  This is a loss of down foul 

 
9.    A10 notifies the referee that his team will run a planned loose ball play on the next down.   
       A10 takes the snap and fakes a quick handoff to A34 and then puts the ball on the ground  
       where lineman A68 picks it up and runs the ball for a 22 yard advance.  Which is correct? 

A.  This is legal because the referee was notified in advance. 
B.  This is illegal because a lineman cannot advance the ball in this situation. 
C.  This is a 15 yard penalty for unsportsmanlike conduct. 
D.  This is a loss of down foul 

 
10.   Team A is out of time outs near the end of the 4th quarter and needs to stop the clock.  A15  
        lines up as the QB 7 yards behind his line of scrimmage. Immediately on receiving the snap,  
        A15 spikes the ball into the ground.  Which statement below is incorrect? 

A.  This is legal, the clock will stop for a pass incompletion, and the down counts. 
B.  This is illegal. 
C.  Any penalty will be assessed from the spot of the pass. 
D.  The down will be repeated. 

 


